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Longings form a primary part of our lives. They consciously or
unconsciously fuel our lives. This Holy week we take time to reflect
on the longings we have for life, and how Jesus’ presence in this
world and our worlds addresses these longings.
These longings are expressed in many of the prophecies of the Old
Testament which capture something of the religious conscience of
God’s people. These longings were expressed in the midst of
chaos, threat and oppression. Jesus embodies or incarnates these
Old Testament longings and offers hope in the midst of the chaos,
threat and oppression of Roman domination of Palestine. Christ
offers what the world longs for. These longings were realized in
part then, in part now, and only fully at some point in the future.
This Holy week, we take time to reflect on the longings of our
world, as well as God’s offer to these longings in history, through
Christ, in His church, and in the future.

THE LIFE WE LONG FOR 1: DAY ONE
Read Zechariah 9:9-13 and Matthew 21:1-11.
Like the history of other human endeavours, what often comes to
mind first when we consider the history of world leaders, are those
figures that have made a negative contribution in their leadership.
We think of figures like Mussolini, Hitler, Hussein, Gaddafi, etc.
Very often, leadership, whatever the level – global, national or
local - is populated by bad leadership. In biblical times, this type of
leadership also gets mentioned – Pharaoh, Nebuchadnezzar, the
Roman emperors, etc. In chapter 9, Zechariah refers to this kind of
leadership – its forcefulness (v9), its domineering nature (v9) and
its disempowering result (v10). But Zechariah is adamant that that
is not the only leadership to be realized. There is a leadership that
is characterized by righteous governance. It is distinctive in nature,
having a universal appeal and a universal reach. It is a leadership
that disarms and neutralizes forceful leadership (v10). It results in
peace (v10), freedom (v11), and restoration (v12). It is the
leadership offered by God. It is this description that is developed
by Jesus as He acts out this Scripture and gives Himself as
reference to righteous governance. God leads righteously – in a
way that will always be characterized by servanthood, humbleness
and obedience (See Philippians 2:1-11).
If we are wanting to spread such righteous governance, we too will
be required to move closer towards serving others rather than
promoting self, remaining humble through loving all, practicing
forgiveness, and to know God’s will and do it. This is the leadership
the world longs for. Can we let go of other leadership strategies
and give ourselves to righteous governance?
Prayer: Father give me a heart to both follow and offer righteous
governance. Amen.
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THE LIFE WE LONG FOR 1: DAY TWO
Read Isaiah 56:1-9 and Matthew 21:12-17.
There is wisdom in the saying that some people are so heavenly
minded that they are of no earthly good. There are some who
measure their lives solely by the worship they perform to God
without giving too much effort to their relating in this world.
But there are also people who dedicate themselves solely to the
betterment of this world without any reference to God. They
desire a better world, a better quality of living, a better
engagement between people in various sectors in society, yet seek
such results without reference to a loving and holy God. Such lack
of reference relativises the endeavor and weakens its integrity.
As we seek to live in this world and meaningfully engage with
others, it is crucial to connect meaningfully both with God and with
people. Some of the harshest words of scripture are said against us
in those times when we worship God without being connected to
the people we share our world with (Isaiah 1:10-17). Isaiah 56
reminds us that our lives require a wonderful mix of
connectedness with God and others. It speaks of us observing the
Sabbath, worshipping God and praying. It also speaks of
maintaining justice, keeping away from evil, including others into
our presence.
We were created and are designed for such living. We have a deep
need and longing to connect to God and others. And so we are
required to put ourselves to the task of both connecting to God
and others. To opt for one and not the others robs us of our sense
of connectedness.
Prayer: Father lead me into an obedience of loving You and loving
others. Amen.
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THE LIFE WE LONG FOR 1: DAY THREE
Read Zechariah 11:12-13 and Matthew 26:1-25.
The world longs for people who value good and oppose selfindulgence. Yet we all know that to be true and to live out this
desire is not that easy. Too often is it our experience that we find
ourselves frustrating this desire by doing what we don’t want to do
or not doing what we know we should do. Further, in those
moments when our lives are directed towards goodness and we
offer ourselves extravagantly to this world, it is never long before
we experience hurt that causes instinctive withdrawal. This in turn
frustrates and impedes the good and sacrificial life. And so we
want a world that is good and free from self-indulgence, but wish
others would be the pioneers of it being realized, because when
we’ve tried, we have paid a high price.
But such is the price for a good world free of self-indulgence. It is
realized in no other way. God knows this and Zechariah speaks of
God breaking himself on His covenant. Similarly Jesus is led to the
cross to free the world of self-indulgence. He is deserted,
abandoned by those he loves, betrayed and handed to his enemies
who revel in his despair and subject him to further cruelty, evil, sin,
suffering and death. Triumph over sin and evil will bring on great
suffering. Entering into a new dawn where goodness is the
dominant experience is realized no other way. And so we as the
church together, and as individuals who are part of the church, are
mandated to sacrifice for the good of the community. Goodness
will never come through selfishness, but through selflessness and
sacrifice.
Prayer: Father give me the wisdom, courage and to pursue
goodness. Amen.
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THE LIFE WE LONG FOR 1: DAY FOUR
Read Jeremiah 11:18-20 and Matthew 27:32-50.
The world longs for an evil-free state; a place and a time when
people reach out to one another only in goodness. We long to feel
safe and protected in the presence of others; knowing that our
highest good is uppermost in their dealings with us. We long for a
sin-free state where a person’s kiss and embrace is a welcome and
a celebration of who we are rather than a betrayal of who we are
for personal gain. We long for a time when we can reach out to
others consistently with good intent – free from any lurking selfish
motive that corrupts or compromises or twists our dealings with
others. We long for a community in harmony with itself – not
causing suffering to come upon anyone. Yet while we long for life
beyond evil, sin and suffering, it remains beyond our own
achievement. We concede that even if it were left only for us to
realise, we would find ourselves untrustworthy – we simply are not
able to realise the state we most want. The Psalmist asks, “From
where will my help come?” Paul in his letter to the Romans asks,
“Who will rescue me from such mortal existence?” An angel in
Revelation 5 asks “Who is worthy to break the seals and open the
scrolls? All go on to speak about God’s salvation. In the most
profound, mysterious and amazing act of Jesus being led like a
sheep to the slaughter, the evil, sin and suffering of the world is
addressed and the finishing touches to God’s work of salvation
begin. Jesus, the Lamb led to the slaughter does for us what we
cannot do for ourselves; offers us what we cannot offer ourselves;
gifts us with state of being that we cannot earn, don’t deserve and
apart from Him will never realise. The salvation we long for is on
offer!
Prayer: Jesus save me, save those I share my life with and save
the people of this world. Amen.
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THE LIFE WE LONG FOR 1: DAY FIVE
Read Zechariah 12:10-14 and Matthew 26:36-44.
The world longs for grace and prayerfulness in the face of
woundedness. We all carry wounds from our past. It is not possible
to live life wound free. We are conscious of some of the wounds;
others are carried unconsciously but still have influence in our
lives. Through our own immaturity, ignorance or defiance, we
bring harm to ourselves and walk wounded. Other wounds are a
result of the actions of others – an extension of their immaturity,
ignorance or defiance. Still other wounds we carry are a result of
circumstances beyond our control – part of the result of a creation
in disharmony with itself. Whatever the wound, our wounds seek
healing through grace.
One of the most familiar places to find such grace is in prayer – in
those prayers where we can open our hearts to God and ask for
some sense of his favour in our woundedness that will cause a
recovery of joy and life. I think of Jesus’ prayer in Gethsemane.
Psalm 30 also speaks of such prayer. The Psalmist remembers how
God got him out of previous messes, how God restored his
credibility in the eyes of others, how God gathered his unravelling
and led him to life. He speaks of God addressing his tears. After
remembering these moments, he turns to God again (v10), asking
God to change lament into dance and mourning into celebration.
It is in these prayer spaces that woundedness can meet with grace
and be dealt with.
May we be found in such spaces often!
Prayer: Father, by Your grace, heal our wounds as we turn to You.
Amen.
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THE LIFE WE LONG FOR 1: DAY SIX
Read Psalm 16:9 and Luke 24:1-12.
The world longs for life. Too often we unrealistically express this
longing in an attempt to be forever young, forever vibrant, forever
well. And there are more than enough peddlers in this world who
step up in the midst of such longing and make all sorts of offers
that “turn back the clock.” The pharmaceutical, nutrition,
supplement and medical industries have grown into giants on the
back of our desire to be forever young.
Psalm 16 awakens us to another remedy for our longing for life. It
speaks of life being God’s offer – God protects life, offers security,
provides an inheritance. God’s unshakable presence will gladden
the heart, bring joy to the tongue and resoluteness to the being.
God offers a path to life.
The Easter story continues God’s story addressing our longing for
life. It is really a story expressing the truth that God wants us to
live and wants to give us life for eternity. Thus wherever there is
lifelessness, we can expect a godly objection, a godly protest, a
godly confrontation. Anyone trapped in lifelessness can expect to
experience God’s presence, love, grace and power. Whenever life
is interrupted by human unwillingness – our own or that of
another – resurrection life is offered through Jesus.
Nothing speaks more of God’s glory than resurrection life being
discovered in the here and now, and only more fully in every
tomorrow. Nothing speaks more of God’s glory than a human
becoming fully alive!
Prayer: Dear Father, lead me into resurrection life today and
more fully in every tomorrow. Amen.
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THE LIFE WE LONG FOR
Reflection on THE LIFE WE LONG FOR 1:

Welcome:

Share with one another one local leader (from
politics, commerce, religion or sport) who:
a. Inspired you. Why?
b. Disappointed you. Why?

Worship:

Read Matthew 21:1-11 and respond in prayers of
praise and thanksgiving.

Word:

Read Zechariah 9:9-13.

Work:

Righteous governance characterised by
servanthood, humility and obedience (integrity) is
the leadership we truly long for. It is also the only
leadership God offers.
1. How has the church previously lived this out?
2. How has the church previously failed to
demonstrate God’s righteous governance?
3. How is your church currently offering righteous
governance?
4. How are you being called by God to participate
in righteous governance?
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THE LIFE WE LONG FOR 2: DAY ONE
LONGING FOR LIFE
Read Luke 23:48-56 and Luke 24:1-3.
For Christians, Easter Sunday is a day of celebration – the day we
remember the resurrection of Jesus. But for Mary Magdalene,
Joanna and Mary, Jesus’ mother, it was a day of grief and
mourning. Jesus had died! They had watched the life leaving his
body; they had seen it with their own eyes. They had watched as
Joseph, the man from the village of Arimathea, took his body down
from the cross, wrapped it in a winding sheet of linen, and placed
it in a new, unused tomb, just before the Sabbath. They had
returned home and prepared spices and oils for the anointing of
his body after the Sabbath was over, according to the rituals and
practices of the time. On Sunday, early in the morning while it was
still dark, they went to the tomb. Their hearts were heavy. Their
hope was gone. This was the end. When they arrived, they found
that the huge stone covering the entrance had been rolled aside.
The tomb was open. That was unexpected. They went inside to
look, but the tomb was empty. The body of Jesus was gone!
This was not a moment of celebration for them. This was a time of
confusion and despair. They did not yet know what the significance
was. They were still on the dark side of the moment that changed
the world, the moment of a miraculous revelation. They had no
idea what was coming. They did not yet know that their pain
would turn into victory. They did not yet know that the
resurrection that would change history and the future, had already
happened. In that dark moment, their grief and pain was still
overwhelming. In that moment, they were still longing for life.
Prayer: Father, I long to see in my dark early mornings that the
dawning of your resurrection and life are just moments away!
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THE LIFE WE LONG FOR 2: DAY TWO
LONGING FOR LIGHT
Read Luke 24:1-12 and Isaiah 9:2-3b: “The people who walked in
darkness have seen a great light; those who dwelt in the land of
the shadow of death, upon them a light has shined. You have
multiplied the nation and increased its joy” (NKJV).
The hearts of the women who came to care for the body of Jesus,
were broken. They longed for life, but they had experienced death.
When the women arrived at the tomb so early on that Sunday
morning, it was still dark. It was dark outside, and there was
darkness in their hearts. They did not know that inside that tomb
the darkness had already been overcome. Inside that tomb, the
Light of the world had already risen. Just out of their sight, the day
of victory was already dawning.
Have you ever experienced a longing for something more? A better
life? A fuller life? A meaningful life? Deep down inside we know
that there has to be more than this dreary everyday existence. A
part of our soul longs for a life that is lived in the Light. We long for
a life of hope and overcoming and resurrection and victory.
When the sun rose outside the tomb, the heavy darkness that had
been in Mary’s heart since she had heard of Jesus’ arrest
disappeared. Jesus had once raised her from a life of living death,
and now he himself had risen from the dead.“Tomb, thou shalt not
hold Him longer; Death is strong, but Life is stronger; Stronger than
the dark, the light; Stronger than the wrong, the right; Faith and
Hope triumphant say Christ will rise on Easter Day” – Phillips
Brooks.
Prayer: Father, I long to surrender my darkness to you. Flood me
with the light of your resurrected presence.
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THE LIFE WE LONG FOR 2: DAY THREE
LONGING FOR HOPE
Read Psalm 16:8-11, Acts 2:24-32, and John 20:1-10: “For until
then they hadn’t understood the Scriptures that prophesied that
he was destined to rise from the dead” (v9, TPT).
The promise of a resurrection life is woven through the entire Bible
like a scarlet thread. From the earliest books in the old Testament,
till the last pages of the book of Revelation we can find the
redemption story. Salvation wasn’t an afterthought. God had a
plan from before the foundation of the world. There are even
prophecies all around us right now: “Our Lord has written the
promise of resurrection, not in books alone but in every leaf of
springtime” – Martin Luther.
The prophecies of the life, death and resurrection of Jesus were
longings expressed in the midst of chaos, threat and oppression.
Jesus became the embodiment of these longings. Jesus became
the hope that the prophets were longing for. Christ offers the
world the hope that we all long for. These human longings were
realised in part then, in part now, and only fully at some point in
the future. The hopeful longings of the history of the world are
fulfilled through Christ, in his church, and in the future.
In the book of Acts we read how Peter quoted Psalm 16 when he
spoke to the people in the minutes after the Holy Spirit had been
poured out over them. The psalmist speaks of this joy of hope, of a
“continual revelation of resurrected life, the path to this bliss that
brings me face-to-face with you” (v11, TPT).
Prayer: Father, my heart and soul long for the joy of the hope
that you bring through your resurrection.
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THE LIFE WE LONG FOR 2: DAY FOUR
LONGING FOR ACCEPTENCE
Read Luke 8:1-3 and John 20:11-18: “Then Mary Magdalene left
to inform the disciples of her encounter with Jesus. “I have seen
the Lord!” she told them…” (v18, TPT).
When Jesus rose from the dead, he did not appear to leaders and
kings. He had did not even appeared to his disciples yet. The first
person to see the resurrected Jesus was a woman: the woman who
had remained at the cross longer than any other disciple, the
woman who had watched him breathe his last breath, the woman
who had followed the men who had laid him in the tomb, the
woman who was the first to arrive at his grave in the dark to
anoint his body with spices. Her devotion to Jesus was never more
clear than in her response to his death. Mary Magdalene was a
woman who had been healed by Jesus from a life afflicted by
seven demons. Her testimony would not have been accepted in a
court because she was a woman, yet this woman was the first
witness to the resurrected Christ. Mary, whose life had made her
unacceptable to many, was accepted by Jesus in an unimaginable
and triumphant way. She had come to the tomb to express her
love for Jesus one last time, and instead she received the eternal
distinction of being the first witness to the miraculous event that
has transformed the lives of people throughout all time.
Mary’s longings for acceptance were answered by God in a
miraculous way. Her demon-tortured existence had been changed
by Jesus before, and now her life was transformed again by seeing
the resurrected Christ.
Prayer: Father, I long for the perfect acceptance that comes from
seeing your resurrected presence in my life.
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THE LIFE WE LONG FOR 2: DAY FIVE
LONGING FOR RESURRECTION
Read Philippians 3:10-11: And I continually long to know the
wonders of Jesus more fully and to experience the overflowing
power of his resurrection working in me. I will be one with him in
his sufferings and I will be one with him in his death. Only then
will I be able to experience complete oneness with him in his
resurrection from the realm of death (TPT).
“The resurrection completes the inauguration of God's kingdom. It
is the decisive event demonstrating that God's kingdom really has
been launched on earth as it is in heaven. The message of Easter is
that God's new world has been unveiled in Jesus Christ and that
you're now invited to belong to it” – N.T. Wright.
The story of Easter and the story of the resurrection reveal to us
that God’s longing for us is a life of fullness through Christ.
Wherever we experience death, God longs to bring us life. Before
the resurrection, the Holy Spirit was only given to certain people to
fulfil specific tasks. But after his resurrection, Christ longs to live in
all of us through the Holy Spirit, to give us hope and power and
comfort and guidance every day. Because Christ overcame death,
we can have the fullness of life. Our dead ends come alive. Our
failures become opportunities. Our tombs become spaces of hope.
Like Mary Magdalene, our hearts move from darkness into the
Divine light when we discover the empty grave. When we let go of
everything that robs us of life - that brings us lifelessness - we can
cling to God’s resurrection power. And when this power overflows
from our hearts into the world around us, we can witness its
transforming power in the lives of others too.
Prayer: Father, I long to experience the overflowing power of
your resurrection working in me and through me.
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THE LIFE WE LONG FOR 2: DAY SIX
THE LIFE WE LONG FOR
Read 1 Peter 1:3-6: “…for his fountain of mercy has given us a
new life – we are reborn to experience a living, energetic hope
through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead” (v3b,
TPT).
Christ is risen. He is risen indeed! The tomb is empty. Life has not
been defeated by the powers of evil and death. The Light has
overcome the darkness. Hope has won. The acceptance we long
for has been made available to us through the resurrection of
Christ. We can live the life we long for through the miracle that
happened on that Easter Sunday. “No faith could be more tragic,
no belief more futile than Christianity without the risen Lord. It
would be sad and foolish to base our faith on a dead hero” – Trevor
Hudson, Pauses for Lent. Our Saviour is alive!
Everything that happened leading up to and on that day,
transformed the lives of Mary Magdalene and the disciples. The
dramatic change in their ministry serves as evidence of the
resurrection. They went from fear and grief, to going out into the
world as bold and courageous witnesses.
Even today the resurrection gives us a living Jesus who is present
and real. A Saviour who understands our struggle with evil,
darkness, and death. A Christ who gives us the true and perfect life
and light and hope and acceptance we long for. And when we
believe this, and live a resurrected life, we serve as witnesses who,
like Mary Magdalene, can say “I have seen the Lord” (John 20:18b).
Prayer: Jesus Christ, your life shows me the life I desire, your
death gives me the life I need, and your resurrection gives me the
life I long for.
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THE LIFE WE LONG FOR
Reflection on THE LIFE WE LONG FOR 2:
Welcome:

Have you ever experienced a time in your life where
you have felt dead, empty, failed? Where you have
experienced a longing for more meaning? Do you
experience that now? If you are able to, share the
story of this experience with someone.

Worship:

Sing ‘Happy Day’ by Tim Hughes
https://youtu.be/QwJV-qVUXuI
Spend some time in silent prayer, thanking God for
the empty tomb. Reflect on what that means for
you, today. Close your eyes and imagine Jesus
walking out of the tomb, towards you. What does
he say? How do you respond?

Word:

Read Luke 24:1-12 and Psalm 16:8-11.




Work:

Is there anything you need to let go of, that robs
you of a life of fullness?
What hope is Jesus’ resurrection offering you
today? How can you cling to that?
How can you be a witness to the resurrection of
Christ to your community? How can your church
bring the longing for a hope of a future to your
world?

Go out and claim and live the life you long for, that
has already been given to you through the death
and resurrection of Christ.
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